
Wedding Decor 
Venue - Tanmay Farms, Karjat



Reference Image

At the entry we want an arrangement with fresh 
yellow and white flowers with white drapes and a 
board saying - 

‘Welcome to the Wedding of Vidhi and Ritwik’

Site Photo - Main Entrance

Reference Image



Reference Image

Cover this with white fabric and put some potted plants in front of it . Which plants are possible?  At the end of the parking area make mandap for the caterer.

Site Photo - Parking zone



Reference Images
At the entry for the Restaurant we want some off white drapes with flower arrangement as shown.

Site Photo - Restaurant Entrance



Reference Images
Dual tone drapes (Off white and gold)  with some flower arrangement along 
the long sides. 

Site Photo - Restaurant 
Tables for caterer - 4’ x 2’ - 30 nos.
Caterer tables covered in fabric as shown in the 
image on the right. 

Draping the existing 100 chairs
Extra Chairs for seating-50 nos.



Reference images
Suspended decoration using yellow and 
orange marigold flowers only on the front 
side. 
Tables  - 5 nos. 
Chairs - 30 nos. 
Fairy lights on the trees

Site Photo - 8am-10am -  Haldi+Mandav
                  - 12 noon onwards - Chilling

Only on front side



Wooden arched gateway with a small flower arrangement and peach drape needs to be made to the  
mandap/farmhouse area with small fairy lights as well for the night time. 

Site Photo - Mandap zone entrance

Reference Image



1.Raised Benched seating 
on sides/sofas - 6 nos. 
2.Coolers - 2 nos. (mandap)
3.Fans - 8 nos. 
4.Sofas in mandap - total 6 
seats

Site Photo - Mandap placement Reference Image
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Site Photo Reference image
Against this white wall, decoration like shown in the reference image. Also cover the green construction net with white drapes and potted plants . 



Site Photo

Reference image

Lots of fairy lights  and 
lamps on all trees in the 

mandap area for the 
evening. 


